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Abstract: As defined by the World Organization of Museums (ICOM), the museum is permanent establishment without material objectives, in order to assemble, protect, archive and maintain, research and to showcase works and objects. Accordingly, one of the main functions of the museum documentation and raising and research around the objects and collections of the museum. There are also museums present the birth certificates for museum works in a database and in a new way. That is the basics of database design. The picture is as follows. Preparing and completing a birth certificate for new objects is one of the other actions of the museums. Documentation on other archiving and protection until the Modern Era almost all over the world. Humans have things like clothes, home, and they lived for longer than their own lives. This is evident in museums. In recent decades, due to the developments that have taken place, including technology, the life of everything is short. And all that man produces for life shorter than consumer life and its maker. Some things for a longer time are made such as towers, bridges, and it is inevitable. And if it were, they will be made in the same way their life shorter of consumers we would certainly do it. We are the only lifespan of our time. We have not cut short, but also technological advances. Life will shorten everything, as we see it today. Which is a historical monument over the years.
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